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Career in Energy
Management
The Energy Managers Association aims to encourage
and enable more professionals to enter the world
of energy management and environmental roles.
Being an energy manager may not seem like the
most obvious career for many. The EMA has taken
on a challenge of changing the perception of energy
management, by raising the sector’s
profile and sharing its members’ –
leading energy managers – insights
into their career progress and
achievements.
In this issue, we have asked Matteo
Deidda, Networks Energy Manager at
Vodafone about his career in energy
management.

What made you choose energy
management as a career?
My interest in energy and sustainability started in the early
years of my academic studies in Civil Engineering. At that
time, I started to read several online journals, newsletters
and forums about sustainable building techniques and
energy efficiency in facilities management.
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My interest then shifted into the wider sustainability subject
matter when I attended my University seminars, and I
selected optional modules related to sustainable economic
development.
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The lightbulb moment came when I decided to extend
my Higher Education journey by reading for an MSc in
Renewable Energies. This is when I knew deep down that
my future career path would be in energy.
When I joined Sainsbury’s as an Energy Analyst, I then
realised how broad the energy industry is and how diverse
an energy management role could be.

What does your role at your organisation entail?
As many other Energy Managers will probably tell you,
no two days are the same in this job. Especially in an
organisation like Vodafone that have strong ambitions to
achieve their energy and carbon reduction targets in a
meaningful way.
At the moment, I am working on some onsite renewable
energy initiatives, offsite PPAs and energy efficiency projects.

These will be key initiatives to achieve the 2025 targets of
only consuming renewable electricity and half the business
carbon emissions versus 2017 baseline.
We have also launched a new monitoring and targeting
platform, and I am working to improve the accuracy of the
system. Data and analytics play an integral
part in our energy management strategy
and there is an emphasis on delivering
reliable data that the business and key
stakeholders can trust.
I also spend a lot of time promoting
energy initiatives internally, this may
sound like a “nice to have”, but the reality
is that you can have the best energy
management strategy in the world, but if
you cannot communicate it properly by
engaging peers and the leadership board,
you will struggle to drive change.

What is the most exciting part of your job?
There are two aspects of being an Energy Manager that I
find very exciting:
• The continuous innovation. The speed at which new
solutions and disruptive technologies are researched,
developed and implemented in mass is second to
none. Wind and solar power are an example of this
trend, as they developed from niche solutions into an
integral part of the global electricity generation mix
in just over a decade. Most recently, the shift to smart
solutions and the integration of IoT, big data, machine
learning and artificial intelligence is driving a new
revolution in the energy management sector.
• The variety. The continuous technology innovation,
together with an ever-changing policy and market
landscape, makes this job a continuous learning
experience. There is always a new supplier, research or
application that leads into a new journey of discovery.

What has been your biggest
achievement in the past year?
I have organised the first Technology, Media and Telecom
(TMT) Energy Forum by bringing together some of the
leading organisations in this sector.
We met for the first time in October and the feedback from
attendants was very positive and endorsing of the forum.

Energy Managers can sometimes feel “lonely” as they work
to drive change in an organisation where usually energy
isn’t the core business. Building a network with peers
from other organisations that face the same challenges is
really important.
Similar consumer forums already exists in other sectors,
like retail for example, and are a great opportunity to
share knowledge, challenges and drive innovation with
peers.
The TMT forum will meet again in February and hopefully
this will become a recurring event in the future.

What was the most exciting project
that you worked on and why?
When I joined Sainsbury’s back in 2013, we designed and
launched a new energy behavioural change programme.
The idea was to define simple actions that 100,000+
colleagues could implement across the business to reduce
energy consumption on areas such as cooling, baking and
lighting.
Helping people changing their habits is one of the most
difficult things to do, but also one of the most rewarding
when achieved.

Over the next 5 years, the programme developed from
the initial concept to usual business practice, even being
included in new employee induction packs.
It was fascinating to be involved in such a large-scale
programme and to hear from colleagues that I have never
met before talking about energy, asking questions and
coming up with great ideas to reduce the company’s energy
consumption.
Some of the Store Managers were so passionate about
the programme that four of them joined the Energy Team
on a temporary role. They delivered a nation-wide energy
roadshow, engaging face to face with every Store Manager
in the country (over 1,200) and sharing best practise, ideas
and collecting feedback.

What is the most frustrating part of your job?
Changes in policy and regulations are needed as the energy
industry evolves to deliver a clean, smart and flexible system
to meet societal and market demand.
However, I find it frustrating when regulatory changes
disregard the impact on existing investment on things
like renewable energy, energy efficiency and other energy
management projects.
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This uncertainty and lack of stability have a negative impact
on the ability of Energy Managers to build strong business
cases and get access to CAPEX.

If you could recommend three things
to have success as an energy manager,
what would you recommend?

A very recent example is the Targeted Charging Review and
the financial implication that it will have on existing and
potential onsite renewable generation and storage demand
side response projects.

Keep it simple – energy can be a very complex topic,
involving different technologies, policies and acronyms.
Especially when working as an Energy Manager on the
consumer side, for organisation where energy isn’t the
core business, it is essential to be able to simplify the
concepts to engage colleagues and senior executives,
pitch the business cases and get the business on board.

If you had the opportunity to change
one thing that would make your job
easier, what would you change?
Vodafone has a very large portfolio in terms of number of
sites. The vast majority of them are radio base stations, they
are small sites from an energy consumption perspective,
and they are scattered around the country, they are
unmanned, difficult to access and often on a Non Half
Hourly supply with no AMR connectivity.
Having access to granular and reliable energy consumption
data for these sites would be one thing that would make my
job easier. This is something that we are currently working
on, but the process is long and resource consuming.
I also think investing time and effort in developing
good quality and reliable data feeds, together with the
development of a smart reporting and analytics tool is
essential for a successful energy management strategy.

Engage the business – energy is a cross functional
topic in large organisations that often involves Finance,
Corporate Responsibility, Procurement, Operational,
Government Affairs, FM and more. As an Energy Manager,
you need to involve colleagues from different parts of the
organisation by tailoring the message so it is meaningful
to the audience. Doing so will make it much easier to
deliver projects and drive change when the time comes.
You don’t need to know everything – as an Energy
Manager you may have a very broad remit that sometimes
involves procurement, technology, policy, data analysis
and behavioural change. You don’t need to be an industry
expert on every part of energy management, but you
need to be able to rely on your supply chain, colleagues
and peers to drive the right outcome. See it as an
orchestra director, you need to know the music and be
able to make all the instruments play together, but you
don’t necessarily need to know how to play all of them.

What advice would you give to someone
looking to become an energy manager?

What are your long-term
motivations in the position?

My personal advice to anyone considering becoming an
Energy Manager is to show their passion and interest and to
share it with others.

As I mentioned before, two things that I really enjoy in
this industry are the variety and the speed of change.

As Energy Managers, we come from a more diverse
background. Some of us used to work in HR, FM or as Store
Managers but what we all have in common is a strong
passion and curiosity for energy, and a willingness to share
this interest with our colleagues.
The most successful Energy and Sustainability professionals
are those who can drive change in the organisation where
they operate by making energy management visible,
relevant and important.
You can learn most of the technical aspects on the job, so
what makes a real difference is your attitude and personality.
I also think that building a network of peers and suppliers
across the industry is essential. The EMA or the Energy
Institute offer great platforms for young professionals to
build their professional networks.

What is the most absurd statement
that you have heard in your job?
I sometimes come across service and technology
providers who present their product claiming an
unrealistic opportunity to reduce CO2 emissions or energy
consumption.
When numbers look too good to be true, they are usually
exaggerated or untrue. Of course, this is not always the case
and there are initiatives that deliver large energy and carbon
savings, but it is important to look at the science behind
these technologies and understand how the result can be
measured and verified properly.
Some of these technology providers are cyclical and
suppliers with different names but same product come and
go.

Net zero carbon commitment, radical changes to the
distribution and transmission physical infrastructure,
development of EV market, new smart technologies, and
pressure from public opinion to climate change action.
These are only some of the changes and challenges
that our society will face in the future, and they all have
something in common, they’re all related to the way that
we consume and generate energy.
I am really curious and excited to see what the future
of energy will look like, and this passion for change and
innovation is also my main motivation in this role.

How do you think the role of an energy
manager will change in the future?
I believe that the role of Energy Managers will become
increasingly important as public bodies and private
organisations are under public scrutiny to set and achieve
ambitious carbon reduction targets.
The application of smart connectivity and analytics
solutions will certainly have a large impact on our day
to day job, and we will have to learn about technologies
and techniques that we may not be familiar with such as
IoT, machine learning, big data and AI. This also means
that we will have to engage with teams, colleagues and
suppliers who we haven’t met before, and we will have
to get used to new ways of working that in the past
have been closer to software development than energy
projects.
Finally, I believe the next few decades will see radical
changes in the carbon and energy policy landscape,
hence Energy Managers will need to be aware and be
able to navigate and influence new regulations.
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